Property of
Anarchy  Bikers ®

Charter of 
Anarchy Bikers ®

Introduction:

The by-laws, as a charter such as that Anarchy Bikers are  best operating system for
organization like ours. These regulations contain all provisions that will ensure a smooth running ganistion and that its chapters.

Preliminary Provisions

Organization Name: Anarchy Bikers ® 

Regulations: The organization Bikers Canada National ® is held at any time
 operate in compliance with all rules and regulations of letters
 Patent Anarchy ®, code of ethics Anarchy ® 

Legal status: The National Organization Bikers ® Canada is a non-profit company.

Anarchy Bikers Coat ®

The arms Anarchy Bikers  ® (also indicating logos, seals, emblems, badges and other) that appear in the upper margins of the
 document are the official coat of arms AnarchyBikers ®.  These Arms
should appear on all correspondence and official documents of this organization.

The definition of the Arms Anarchy Bikers ® isw the following:

-The Iron Cross represents a higier status.

-The gold outline means that we are poud about this Organization.

-The "A" on fire represents a social state in which there is no governing person or group of people, but each individual has absolute liberty (without the implication of disorder).


Anarchy Bikers ® code of conduct.


All members are expected to respect eachother!


-For prospects, they will recieve a name patch and a praspect patch.
-A prospect is on probation for 3 months.
-After 6 months 1 of the following 3 decisions will take place;
	-the prospect will reciece some or all his patches and may become a full patch member.
	-the prospect may be put on a 3 month extended probation.
	-the prospect isn't accepted, and is asked to leave.his patches must be handed in immediately!


Rules on patches.

-members must all look the same! an officer will show you where to sew your patches.

-patches must be well sewn, and kept clean and in good order!

-support patches! we only support the 81. a supprt patch must be given to you by an 81 member or by one of your officers!

-if a patch isnt made by Anarchy bikers ® it must be authirised by a President or Vice-President before you sew it on your vest.

Officer duties.


President; the officer with the most authority. may change laws at any given time!
	-is the only person that can put a discussion up for a vote.
	-is able to ask the sergent at arms to remove pathes of a member.
	-is responcible to supervise all under him.
	-is able to create a new officer status.
	-is reponcible for incoming and outgoing money transactions.

Vice-President; is responcible for all under him.
	-is able to ask the sergent at arms to remove pathes of a member.
	-reinforce laws of the code of conduct.
	-has the same power as a sergent at arms if none are present.
	
Relationist; to keep a good chanel of communication between members and chapters.
	- is responsible for finding sponsors.
	-must report any innapropriate innactivities.

Sergent at arms (SENIOR);acts the same as a ppolice officer.
	-keep the order, in charge of security.
	-is the only person to be able to remove patches from a member.
	-to keep the peace.

Tresorer; is responcible to keep the bills in good order, purchases and expences.
	-must follow the orders of the president.
	-must report all innapropriate innactivities.
	-must not use funds without permission of the president.

Secretary; must collect all information of members. phone numbers, adresses, and important 	dates.
	-is respincible to advise the president and vice-president 30 days in advance when a        	member is due to pay his annuel fee.
	-to infor the president and vice-president of any changes.
	-to keep notes on meetings.
	-must report all innapropriate innactivities.

Road Captain;must report all innapropriate innactivities.
	-is responcible to plan routes for trips.
	-is responcible for blocking stragegies.
	-is responcible for the road safety of officers and members!
	-is entitled to ask for volunteers to assist him for road security.

All officers are responcible to make sure all members follow the rules.



code of conduct for members!


-a member must at all times respect officers and other members. we are not broters by blood, but we are brother by choice.
-keep your patches in good order and clean.
-you must wear your patches for all occasions.
-no to act out criminaly with your patches,ZERO TOLERENCE!
-has the right to bring ideas to his officers, which the officer can bring up at the next meeting.
-must be present at all meetings. this is mandatory!
-Alcohol consuption is at the discretion of the President ans Vice-President! Drink responcibly if your to drink! ZERO TOLERENCE!
-at times a member may recieve a promotion! such as road captain or other.


-a member thats asked to leave the club, must return his patches in good order!




Meetings

-the president starts and finishes the meeting!
-the secretary must keep proper notes!
-everything must remain between officers!
-sergent at arms must keep the peice!
-if a motion or idea is asked to the president to be put to a vote, the presedent may decide to put the motion to a vote or refuse to put it to a vote!
-a majority must be in effect for the motion to pass,or the president may put his vote last if the votes are tied!
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